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People are the driving force

Day after day, we are dealing with complex machinery and plant systems: industrial 

assembly, relocation, production of mechanical systems and special-purpose machines 

are the cornerstones of NÜRMONT’s business. As a service provider, we focus on people. 

These are, on the one hand, our highly qualified employees with years of experience 

in supervising our projects. On the other hand, they are our customers whose unique 

requirements we meet with our specific know-how, high flexibility and consistent pro-

fessionalism. Our operations know no boundaries: we are working for our customers 

across all industries world-wide. It’s people that make the difference at NÜRMONT.

Efficiency right from the start

Our services – whether at home or abroad – always start with a customized concept. 

Together with you, we map your requirements into our know-how and decades of ex-

perience to develop the most efficient procedures in implementing your project. As a 

general contractor, our responsibility during complex projects not only extends to the 

installation. Our installation service is tailored to you and your core competencies. This 

allows us to avoid time consuming and expensive intermediaries and to help you achieve

maximum functionality and business success with your project. Quality management is 

a central part of our business, because without quality our services would not be what 

they are today: active support to optimize your core business.

People are the driving force.
 Installation. Relocation. Production of mechanical systems

 and special-purpose machines by NÜRMONT.
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Success story

Founded as a mechanical engineering company in 1985, NÜRMONT today is an interna-

tional service provider for installations, relocations and the production of mechanical 

systems and special-purpose machines. We go where you need us, because we know 

no borders when it comes to jobs and projects. Globalization is no longer an unusual 

concept, and that is also reflected in the constantly growing number of NÜRMONT offices 

throughout the world. Strengthened by the strategic alliance we formed with Baumüller 

Group in 2005, over 280 NÜRMONT employees are now taking on the challenges that 

come with unique customer requirements.

Your benefits at a glance:

  One-stop turnkey solutions

  Technical knowledge of our employees across all industries

  Short action and response times throughout the world

  Opportunity to form a long-term partnership

  High quality standards certified by TÜV SÜD

NÜRMONT EUROPE

Nuremberg (DE)
Freiberg (DE)
Appen (DE)
Slovenske Konjice (SLO)

NÜRMONT ASIA

Pune (IND)

NÜRMONT AUSTRALIA

Sydney (AU)

BAUMUELLER-NUERMONT CORP. 

Chicago (IL, USA)
Atlanta (GA, USA)

BAUMUELLER NUERMONT S.A. de C.V. 

Santiago de Querétaro (MEX)
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Industrial installations as a complete service package

When you turn to us, you are talking with experts who know their job. We assume overall 

responsibility for renowned manufacturers, from project planning to operational rea-

diness. At the start of each job, we work out your individual needs and requirements 

together with you and develop and plan the most efficient solution for your project 

in accordance with the range of your tasks. We focus on realizing the project. Your 

core competencies, whether development, design or application engineering, remain 

untouched. We install mechanical or electrical systems and assemble single compo-

nents, complete machines or entire plant systems according to your design and quality 

specifications.

 From automation through
  robotics to conveyor systems.

We are the experts.
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You decide when it’s our turn

We offer you three options for smooth installation operations. With our ‘In-house Assem-

bly’ option, we perform the initial assembly of the machine in your production facilities. 

Alternatively, you can also outsource this assembly work to our assembly shop as an 

“extended workbench” to free up space in your workshops. Another solution is the ‘De-

livered Assembly’ option, where you place the project entirely in our hands, allowing 

you to focus on your core business. The third option – ‘On-site Assembly’ – involves us 

managing your machine parts at the destination and taking care of their professional 

installation up to operational readiness. Our professional experts will support you until 

the installation has been accepted by the end customer. You are in the best of hands 

with us from the beginning.

Your benefits:

  Project management responsibility from the beginning

  Flexibility due to short response times

  Flexible use of experienced installation teams

  Cost and planning reliability due to well-integrated project management

Delivered
Assembly

In-house
Assembly

On-site
Assembly

Manufacturer Manufacturer/NÜRMONT NÜRMONT

Research and 
Development

Design
Dismantling

Transport

Packaging

Module Assembly

Commissioning/
Setup

Final InstallationParts and Component
Procurement

Production

Placement

Commissioning

Handover/Service

Re-assembly
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A wealth of experience

As a general contractor, we take care of relocating single machines and equipment, 

complete production lines and production plants. Our highly qualified teams work for 

you anywhere in the world. When it comes to packing and transport, we have the right 

solutions for you, of course also for international businesses. We operate regardless 

of the industry and work for our customers in all industries. Whether on an in-house, 

national or international level: we know no boundaries.

Planning
Consulting

Insurance

Fixed-price offer

Dismantling

PackingCustoms

Re-assembly

Commissioning

Service

Documentation

Transport

Sea
AirLand
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Reduction of intermediaries

Everything depends on professional project management. But this is no longer your con-

cern, because we assume overall responsibility for your unique and complex projects. 

Our years of experience allow us to relocate your equipment and systems in no time at 

all, and to guarantee that they are quickly back in production. Adherence to schedules 

is a firm and integral part of our services. Agreements and a commitment to meet dead-

lines are the best conditions for realizing a project successfully.

Your benefits:

  Assumption of overall responsibility for complex projects

  Cost and time savings through systematic project preparation

  Reduction of intermediaries

  On-time delivery

Big picture thinking, and acting without boundaries –

we relocate your machines and equipment.
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Consistent, customized service

In addition to planning and engineering, we are also a competent partner when it comes 

to manufacturing jobs and are therefore able to meet all your requirements. We look after

you, from your initial inquiry to the development and production of the final product. 

Whether production of mechanical systems or structural metal and steel engineering: 

our modern machinery allows us to process all kinds of metals for you. Depending on 

your requirements, our experienced technicians decide which manufacturing process 

leads to the desired solution. Part of our core competencies are machining, certified 

welding processes and assembly installation.

Working for science and research

Even if it is a matter of engineering special-purpose machines, single parts or scientific 

equipment, you are in the best of hands with our specialists in Freiberg. We only use 

qualified employees when it comes to highly complex manufacturing solutions. Our 

team supports you in research and development projects, for example in the field of 

renewable energies, aviation or semi-conductor materials and provides you with the 

equipment. In addition to engineering firms, we also work for universities and research 

facilities.

   Innovative with our own production.

It may also be 
  a special solution.
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Innovation partner for individual solutions:

  Mechanical processing such as cutting, machining and welding

  Manufacturing of special-purpose machines and scientific equipment

  Production of mechanical assemblies

  Vessel fabrication

  Metal and steel fabrication

  Surface finishing

  Service and retrofit
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As if it was our own machine

How would you feel if you had the support of a partner who could respond to all your 

requirements over the entire lifetime of a machine or system and who was as familiar 

with that machine or system as if it was his own? Our comprehensive range of services 

in the fields of installation, relocation and manufacturing of mechanical systems, com-

bined with our services and products, allows us to be your service partner over the 

entire life cycle of a machine. For us, finishing a project does not mean the end of the re-

lationship. We coordinate all additional services, such as special maintenance, retrofits, 

repairs and spare part procurement for you. Furthermore, our professional customer 

service is available to you at over 40 locations world-wide. We are also at your service 

as a value-adding partner for audits and safety training of your employees.

Avoiding capacity constraints

The advantages of outsourcing installation and servicing are obvious. Economic fluctu-

ations no longer throw you off balance. Reliable planning of your staff levels minimize 

your costs, and your increased flexibility gives you more room to maneuver. Our exact 

project and time management provides you with planning reliability for your project 

and beyond. You will become more competitive in your market segment with NÜRMONT 

at your side. And the expert knowledge is still available to you for a long time, because 

you can rely on our experts, who have come to know the individual characteristics of 

your machine, even after the project. This is how you make room for other jobs and 

additional business, even when your own staff is already being used to capacity.

Our services and products over the lifetime
of a machine or system:

  Installation: in-house assembly, delivered assembly and on-site assembly

  Delivery: dismantling, packing, transport, customs clearing and re-assembly

  Commissioning of mechanical and electrical systems at the manufacturer or customer

  Service/Maintenance: repairs and conversions, retrofits, service hotline, 

commissioning, refurbishments, qualified maintenance/installation, back office/

service coordination, setup and assembly

  Relocation: planning, dismantling, packing, transport and re-assembly

  Manufacturing: manufacture of mechanical systems, special purpose machines, 

structural metal and steel engineering, switchgear systems, production of sheet

metal parts and housings

  Retrofit: customized retrofits of machines and equipment

  OHS training: operating licenses for cranes and forklifts as well as hydraulic ramps

and working platforms

  For us, the measure of all things is your satisfaction.
Even after successful completion of the project.



NÜRMONT Installations GmbH & Co. KG 

Am Keuper 14

90475 Nürnberg

Germany

T: +49 (0) 91 28 - 92 55 - 0

F: +49 (0) 91 28 - 92 55 - 222

E: nuermont@nuermont.com
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